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Introduction(1) :
Unified theory and higher-dimensions

Unified theory
superstgin-/M-theory is a promissing candidate
Higher-dimensions are required (n-dimensions: n=10 or 11)

Higher-dimensional spacetime has a rich structure
Ex. Black ring

4-dimensional spacetime is observable
Small and compact extra-dimensions

Kaluza-Klein sapcetime:
Effects of extra dimensions on our 
observable universe should be investigated



Introduction(2)

Superstring theory is a promising candidate of the unified theory
Non-perturbative aspects are not known completely so far

Let us consider the n(     5)-dimensional action with 
the Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term (curvature corrections to GR) 

Naturally arise in the low-energy limit of heterotic superstring theory 
(Gross & Sloan 1987)

We present a new Kaluza-Klein vacuum black 
hole solution with negatively curved compact 
extra dimensions for n    6



Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity

n(>4)-dimensional action：

Basic equations:

Gauss-Bonnet term

Non-negative coupling constant



Tensor decomposition to M4 Kn-4

(4) means the geometric quantity on M4



A no-go theorem on M4

Corollary1: If (i) and (ii) are satisfied, a matter cannot exist on M4

Hereafter we consider the vacuum case with conditions (ii) and (ii), then 
the governing equation for gAB is a single scalar equation on M4, 



Vacuum solution on M4 with M4=M2      K2

With conditions (i) and (ii),                gives

We seek a static solution on M4 such as

General solution is

A new Kaluza-Klein vacuum solution with negatively curved extra-dimensions!



Properties of the new Kaluza-Klein 
vacuum solution (1)



Comparison with the charged solution
with Mn=M2 Kn-2

gc: coupling constant of the Maxwell field, Vk
n-2: area constant

Q2 corresponds to q (can be negative, however)

n(    5)-dimensional solution with the Maxwell field (Cai 2002)

Our solution corresponds to n=4 case, although it does not admit 



Properties of the new Kaluza-Klein 
vacuum solution (2)

Central singularity at r=0
Kretschmann invariant ~ 1/r4

``Branch’’ singularity at r=rb>0, where inside the square root in 
f(r) vanishes

Metric is complex for r<rb
Kretschmann invariant ~ 1/(r-rb)3

Divergent behavior is weak
There exist two horizons at most

Black hole event horizon and inner horizon
The solution have rich global structures depending on the 
parameters       and q



Properties of the new Kaluza-Klein 
vacuum solution (3)

Minus-branch (two-horizons):
Black hole with an inner horizon

Plus-branch (no horizon):
Naked singularity



Summary


